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INSTRUCTION TN MUSIC.
By WALDO S. ritATT.

CONTENTS.Depletion In the number of teachers and pupilsSome decrease among inde-
pendent schools The transference of music teachers into Army work- -Military band
development- -Camp singing and community Discussions about standardira
Doti- -School credits for outside music study they points of progress to 'labile-
schools -Notable features In private instruction.

In instruction in music.. as in other related fields, the outstanding
feature of the biennium 1916-191S is the interference or readjust-
ment occasioned by the European War. On the whole, idthough
therihas been some serious disarrangeinent. the direct or indirect
hemlits overbalance the losses. In the present rapid summary it
will be convenient to mention (1) one Or two lines of disturbance from
war conditions; (.2 ) several directions in which these conditions
have induced novel efforts; and (3) certain points of discussion or
progress not connected with war conditions.

iwet.triox IN THE NUMBER DOTACIIERSAND PUPILS.

Depletion in the active staff sof music schools, both independent
end affiliated. in thelarge bpdy of inusi instructors in public
schools and in the host of prixate teachers.huis been notable during
the past two years.- The drain hassome not only from direct enlist-
ment or drafting into military service, but from the manifold de-
mands for indirect service. Institutional faculties have been much
affected by calls to members to give up their usual forms of work
for temporary activity it). other directions. The same causes have
operated to produce a decided decrease in many instances in the
total number of students. both in instituions. (except public schools)
and under private instruction. Pupils have been considerably in-
fluenced by the econom1 stringency of the war period. The small
private teacher and some of the detathed music schools seem to haveve
been the most affected. Some individuals have suffered badly.

Y.
-

SORE DECREASE AMONG INDEPENDENT SCI1001.8.

considerable niunbef of the independent music schools have
ceased to exist during the .past two or three years. It is not clear
whether or not this 'is due to war conditions. But the fact is notice-
able enough to call for a word of connuent.

110900 --19
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.1.1wre is nO accepted criterion as to \c lust constitutes a "music
school:" Ten years ago. when Dr. Arthur I.. Manchester prepared
for the Thireati of Education his hulletin on Music Education in
the United States" he was constantly confronted by this problem
of definition. The name of a school" is occasionally claimed by
an Indic idual. or a mat vied collide, or some casual combination of
two or three. It is common N hen a larger number agree to pool
expenses and exchange clientage. A surprising proportion of the,
"Itinsic schools" of the coutitrN are not much beyond this rudi-
mentary stage of organization. ChniparatiVely few have a cu-
riculum, or require anything from .students except regular attend-
ance and prompt payment of hill-. The large majiwity of the -e
stndents would in any other analogous professional institution he
classed as "specials- or -irregulars.-

But all small ;111,1 loosely 'organized schools are in competition
with two other kind- of institutions. One is the strong conserva-
tory in the large city. drawing students from a wide area. with :I 1111-

tuerons and diversified brolly. dtering many collateral advartges
in the way of recitals. clwerts. and lectures. anti having trap tons
that favor breadth of training so as to gain some degree of general
musicianship. The other is the department or school in a college or
university system. where the organization and spirit of the total in-
stitution naturally control the work of co,11 constituent part. Both
of these types offer much that small and isolated private schools can
not give. It appears that the stress of war conditions has heightened
this contrast. Of course, a small school is not to be disdained be-
cause it is small. Some such are efficient and useful. There is also
tio objection to cooperative unions of teachers for business reasons.
The criticism is to using the name "school " for that which has no
clear scholastic purpose or policy: If the pressure of war condi-
tions is reducing the number of these institutions, the progress of
musical etpcation will not he much damaged.

.

THE TRANSFERENCE OF MusR"Er.wRERs INTO ARMY WORK.

A conspicuous effect of the war has been the widespread summons
to temhers of singing. particularly supervisors in the public schools..
with many instrumentalists as /ell. into constructive mnsical worli
at army cantonments, with the forces abroad, or in public situatim,
related to these. The basis of all this has been the recognition b
the Government of the recreational and moral value of music in
life. and the ,parallel recognition by the Young Men's Christian As-
soaation. and similar, ,orgenizations engaged in werlare work among
soldiers and sailors. .-The effect of all this has been twofold,!--the
effect upon thosr. thus called as individuals, and the effect upon thoSe
among whom they have worke$1.

.
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It is clear that.the,army experience of the scores ofleachers.thus
drafted into novel' service will bec of lasting benefit to them person-
ally. Those who came from the public sehools, and many others as
well, had been dealing almost wholly with children or adolescents,
and more with girls than with boys. In their new work they were
confronted by throngs of grown MIL' This experience has been
wholesome and broadening, since the work must .justify itself to
minds ora critical and impatient order. No doubt in most cases the
authorities regarded music-al drill mainly as a means of intensi-
fying martial ardor, while the men themselves accented merely jolly
goodfellowship and heedless diversion. Yetevery serious musical
worker has seen the chance to turnogin camp music into a real
educational .force. Particularly has this been stimulated in some
situatias across the sea, where American troops_have been in close
contact with French or Italians, and could catch from them a readi-
ness and delicacy of artistic appreciation that is ra in this country.

. It is much too soon to say w'eit will be the result of.all this army
work when demobilization has been accomplished. It would be
foolish to expect universal or spectacular consequences. But con-
sidering. that perhaps four millions of young men have been more or
less touched by this musical work, it is likely. that large numbers
have discovered in it what they had not realized in the way of emo-
tional uplift and also of as..sociational value. It is probable that their
attitude toward music for themselves. for their families and for
their communities will be more sympathetic and enterprising than
in tho past. Even if the. percentage of such recruits in musical in-
terest is small, their absolute number will be large and their geo-
graphical distriton ion wide.

M I LITARY DEV ELOVI ENT.

At this point a few words should be 'said about the development
of bands and band music in the Army and Navy. Not having had
any extensive miliGY establisnment, the United States for half a
century has given slight attention to this subject. When the Expe-
ditionary Force was first gathered and dispatched there were neither
leaders nor players nor instruments available properly to equip thevarious units. Yet it was speedily seen that band music was of more
than decorative importance. But it could not be instantaneously
created. All sorts of expedients were tried, both here and abroad.
What has been accomplished was creditable, considering the difficul-
ties.. For a period Walter Damrosch, the well-known New York
conductor, served efficiently. in France as a center for some inten-
sive training. But the problem has, had .only a partial solution.
Although we neqd not look forwird to the long -maintenance of
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such huge forces as Wiring tta last year or two, yet, for a. consider-
able time their number will remain larger than anything that we
have had since the Civil War. For these careful provision of band
music is demanded. ThiS immediate need; with regard also to the
future, will probably lead to the estaldishtnent of mut or1nore goy
ernmontal schools for training lenders and players or to arrange-
rfients with(existing agencies for special instruction. Something
of this sothas long existed in an imperfect form. One large New
'York school. for v X afil pie, ha- enoffiage4I successive claSses of pit
pits from the military post at Governor's Island. and other institu-
tions are well equipped With hand facilities. Now we ma}"
still further steps Will be taken to develop the cultural possibilities
of ninny permanent and %vell-drilled bands, to he used both in mili-
tary connection- and: in iodine service.

The value of this can be seen by recalling what band music has
meant for generations in the military and social life of every lead-

European country. Great Britain, France. Germany, and ltoI
have been solicitous for this and have mode it a real branch of
popular education. It is interesting to remember that one of the
forerunners of the Paris Conservatoire was the*Instient National.
founded in 1792. which wa, primarily H.school for military mitsic.
and that this eleMent was so prominent that its head, the ba.nkl-
master Sarrette. bei.ame the first director of the Conservatoire, re-
maining in office for '20 years. In every garrison .town of Europe
the military hand is one of the established agencies of musical pre-
senNtion.. We have something analogous to this in our town and
city bands, but these have not yet attained the influence or dignity
generally that is possible.

stNeiNc ,tNI) MUNIC.

At first sight the cultivation of singing in soldiers' camps and the
far more general interest known as community music have filth,
direct connection. It is a fact, howeter, that the efforts put forth
primarily for the former have had a narked influence upon the
advance of the latter. The two will therefore be treated here some-
What in clinbination, as hos alrently been done 4 the Se retnry of
War in tio.Annual Report for 1918: .

A arm' deal .1 attention has betl VP! to music through mass singing
camps and connnunitim singing on the march, competitive reglinental and corn -
ploy sliming. recreational singing in soldlersir free thine, the organization Of
quartets, glee elutes, RIO 01011DIVS, and the training of eompany and rkintental
song leaders to hid ,the camn,song lender. In order to have all' the men singing
the mule songs,. 'songbooks containing patriotic songs, folk songs, popular and
service songs, and some hymns were published and distributed. Hiperelments
with vocal and instrumental music in hospitals provhd sb effeetive with certain
types of cases and so acceptable to the hospital. authitrIties aunt the niatisrwas
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referred to the Surgeon General's Offlue with a view to Its transfer to this
department. The services of the camp song leaders have frequently been
borrowed by near-by communities. Community singingthe singing of songs
the soldiers have been singinghas spread all over the country, and the

asap both military and civilian" morale, are highly significant. A
singing nation will merge from the war.

The immediate educational influence of the soldiers' singing
has been widely recognized. Although the grade of music attempted
has not often been specially good. to many men it has been a revelation
that they could sing. that choral music has a singular fascination and
power, and that music thus produced is worth working for. Chorus
jo.act ice is alw.ays impressive as a practical illustration of cooperative
rffort as a demonstration of democracy in action. Hence, in addi-
tion to the artistic development that it brings, it has important social
reactions. The universal testimony is that the system that has been
put in force in all cantonments and camps has been immensely valtj-
aide.- One reason for its success is that many leaders of superior
quality' have been secured, that they lave IWO under authoritative
commissions anal with the full support of the commanding officers: a nd
that from the first their efforts have met with enthusiastic welcome by
the majority of the men.

Directly radiatijig front this camp music have been two or three
undertakings outside. One has been the supervision to some extent
of the recreational opportunities in the neighborhood of cantonments
and camps, including bOth musical ;old theatrical features. The mu-
sled importance of this has probably not been great, except in the
ixelusion of some inferior performances. Another, which is of de-.
ride(' significance. Is-the organization of so-called "liberty choruses"
in towns and villages genei.ally. Comprehensive statistics about this
are mit yet available. But in Coynecticut, which was more or less it

.pioneer in tkis work. sonic 90 choral cent, s were established last ?mill-
iner in the space of about three months. Many of these ssem likely
to continue active for a long time. perhaps even to grow into per-
manent choral societies. This line of effort is so promising that .it
is now being supervised and systematically promoted by a ctmmission
ealled'the War. Camp Community Service (I Madison Avenue. New
York City), conducted by t e Playgilmnd and Recreation Association
of America for the War epartinent and Navy 'Department Com-
Missions on Training .Camp Actitities. . Besides a, general directory
there are State directore alreadv in service in, t large number_ of

,States: 4
this.has obvious relntioit, to every other enterprise that looks

Mvard the stinutjAion of community tittic. nitisie has been.
promoted More or less for a considerable tittle;, rhe Methods .used
have Varied much according to circumstances. }n some cases; i

4
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large eonimunity choruses have been set up, With regjilar rehearsals
and some concerts, oceasionafly with soloists and 'orchestra. In
other eases neighborhood "Sings -of a much humbler N'ariety have
been the goal. Municipal (wiliest ras and hands. supported by public
Anthorities.tartegrowin fl. more it, --lightly resembling in fun.-
tiop the old TowikoMusicians- that once nourished in tlerniatt.
A nunibel\ of cities maintain regular series of free orgaa recital-
by it resident city (wg;ittit. coniprt,heitsivt pittli just now
speins to be that of Flint. Mich., whieb.'has ;ippointed a city director
of music on a liberal salary. expecting lion 10 dt tote his whole At-
tention todeveloping eonminqity au-ic in et ey pos,ibV. form.

Here reference should be made to the fact that more than one of
the State te universities is giN ng special ;mntion to this subject. The
l'niversity of Illinois announce, that one of its Main objects in, cat
rying on its large and well-equipped department of music is to
encourage and uplift the plane of community ulu.ie. This univer-
sity has for years made a specialty of hand music. and its hands
circulate more or less through the State for educational imposes.
The University of Wisconsin has long clitplInSIZed dm holding .ofjiwtnal singing assemblies-- distantly related to the old-fashioned u--
sisal conventions" and the training of teacher, competent to act
as leaders in popular music. The o port unity for this sort If in-
fluence is beginning to be reognim y some indeptndent
sclumls, as well as by an increasing number of private teachers.

The movement is still vet,. 11111A in its infam ..N.. It has no tra-
dition behind it and pot yet an organized momentmil. Many woold:
be .supporters are in the dark how to proceed. In some places
tilde is Nk lack of suitable leade'rs. Everywhere there is lark of
varied music- for singim. A few small collections of "
pieces have been 'put forth. which are good enough as far as they
go,but they do not go far. The circulation of toteh material of
present interest is hampered by copyright restrict ions. Our Ameri-
can population really has no body of traditional tongs. This is Pttrtly
d e to our racial and national complexity. And the cu.tom of
si Ting has not been general among us.'nor chat of frequently gall;
er ng for the hearing of music. Yet what .has always been al '1111(41
b thoughtfuLmusicians is being demonstrate4 more and mpre:

sere is latent in people generally a large capacity loth for sunk and
for appreciation, provided that the proper opportunity can be sap-
'plied*. It is increasingly clear that difficulties will be overcome and
that erne community music will spread throughout the Union.

This movement has a vital relation to formal education in music.
The- latter can never safely allow itself to -become exchtslvely .pro-
fessional,-. Advanced musical cultpre cannot be supported except

.a' basis of popular interest, and it will be unhealthy in quality)
1.0'
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unless it refreshes itsidf by contact with the unconscious and even
homely sources of all universal tine. art.

Before leaving t e subject. brief mention should be made of onephase of the mill ry work that stands'slightly apart from-what hasbeen mentione above. This is the development of singing in the
Students' Arm, Training Corps. Item the met in view were mostlyfrom schools or universities. Musical work adapted to them washardly organized and put in motion before the signing of the armis-
tice opened the way la their demobilization. But it is felt ty thosewho have been specializing in this work that the response to it was
so promising that a N1 ay should he foundto continue it nationally.
Whether a suitable method for doing_so can be found. is-not yet clear.But if such a inetlux1 is feasible, the result would he to connect the
-well-known zest for singing among students with the larger move-
ment for community music.

. DISC lit4SION ABOUT ErTA N DA WIZ:1310N.

Turning now to matters disconnected with nut conditions, thereis probably no que,tion more discussad among musical educators
than that of standardizalia. This questi4 especially concerns pri-
vate teachers and those working in the public schools. II may
progress to results that will pritfound14 affect the entire circuit of
education in music. .%

A feq' years ago much emphasis was put be Some upon the value
cif fixing a minimum standard of.qnalificat ion by requiring all music
teachers to seenre a State license or certificate. This aimed at debar-
ring ignbrant and incompetent teacher- from ? pradieing.", as it is-rolled in niedivine or law. Detailed efforts to secure the enactment
of such restrictive fit 'Mites were made in more than one State, hitt
without much result except to demonstrate the extreme diffiellty ofthe enterprise. This line of effort seeins lately to be less prominent.
It is to be hoped that it will not he pressed, at least in the formthus far adVocated. There may come a time when some restriction
of music teaching by law may be both practical and useful.. That
time, however, has not yet_ come.

Meanvllile, two or three other lines of effort under the name of
standardization are heing.actively discussed ormadertaken. In gen-
eral, these divide iiito two classes: Those thWh to standard
teaching proficiency, though not by statute, and those that aim To
standardize methods of study and er9dits to students. Both of these
are more or less fore the national and the several State music
teachers' associate s. and some of these bodies have worked outplans that are in operation. Roth are voluntary in nature rather
than coereive..and both therefora appeal pritnarily to ambition as a
motive. %Whether or not either of them results in. the adoption of
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.8 system of wide application agitati n of- the subject is provin,
profitable because it increases the tl ught fulness .and precision of
music teachers as to the aims and methods of their work.

. In England and Canada the .certifiiation teachers has
long been carried out with great thoroughness. especiallywith refer
ence to work in the Amin' schools.. but exteintino by popular farc-
more or less to all teachers. It acconq s tr nearly the same result:-
as have here .been sought through Icy slative action. Sonitliiii!
parallel to it is 12T:urn:illy being established. here. Estfilrlished 11111:-i

SCh001:-;. music departments in certain colleges Intl universities and
many normal schools have epurscs for teachers that lead to certili-
rates whose value is recognized, and aprdicants for soice pOsitions
are expected or. required to hold such certificates. Efforts have re-
cently been made by more than one of tlie State teachers'
associations to set up a system of examination and certificat ion of
their own--as was done years ago by

r
,the American College of

Alusicians.
This. lice of effort is now engaging the thought "if many serious

mosicians, and it is leading to the formulation of interesting
valuable. stenos of knowledge and accomplishment to be demanded
for teachers of singing. playing. and theory. Its react ion upon those

"who are discussing it is evidently stimulating. :Ind also its effect as
concerns- those to whom it is applied. Iltit whether it is to hark
large influence dependi upon two incalculable factors: The windier

who will be mired to take advantage of it. and whether the, public
gill value -suh rertilicates enough to demand that teachers generally
shaJ1 hold them. Another practical question is its ti) the persistence,
patience. anal with rabich the 11::.-nlatiliIN pursue the matter
from year to Var. Dependence upon unpaid officials who shift more
or less is precarious. And at, present there is no Stall association
that includes any ,dominant pn)portion of the music teachers in its

. territory. Though this -fact detracts somewhat from..thS.authoritv,
of such asso4ations. I he moral influence of what they undertake

. would he considerable if steadily and strong1,, exerted.
Rather more practically hopeful are the constant dtbates about

stipulated courses of study in various musical subjectswith the
marking of successive grades of attainment desired. From the

,..mature of the public school system it follows that where music is,
introduced in sphrafiel with other. sithjects the alrmrse of study. in it
must be marked out with much precision. hence formulated courses
have long been establishing eemselves in public scbool.
Analogous conditions exist. wherever music is introduced into the
system of...solleges or liniversities. though the number and variety

r of 'specific topics considved are much greater. The difficulty of the
problem in -higher edoucationis obviously- more serious. There- seems
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to he a growing coot' fiction hat formulated or Standardized
mighods---either of the ordern f topic. :Ind material tiri of poda-.
givval pre-entat ital. or loth uld be urged upon private music
teachers generally. if not to It degree demanded of them. The.qtaw-
lion is in ism whether private teachers should be expected to follow
the system that is somewhat necessary in public schools and colleges.
In part it is whether music ;is a sobje(*of teaching' should be made
to conform in metkd to various other subjects. In either ease, it is

I claimed. its methods should be standardized.
It can hardly be said that the discussions of the past two years

have contributed vitally to the solution of the very complicated
problem thus Outlined except in one direction, that will be separately
treated in the next -:ection of this survey. Wet they have been fruit-
.fid in clarifying thought. )n the one hand, foolish notions of an
immediate and rigid -diet' that would regulate everything and
et erybody have been discountenanced. On the tther. many rational
mid suggestive plans of work have bean drafted, and these have
(louhtlessserved to correct the slipshod or eccentric methods. of some
intli.vidual teachhs. There is certainly 4 growing understanding
of ths nature; and element's (4 the problem. But there 1, no obvious
consensus as to final details.

It is natural that the interest in this ntattershould have stimulated
the promulgation of series of textbooks or other manuals that claim
to embody a "standard course and method of study. Thig idea has
lieen oft en exemplified in the history of modern musical edpcation.as
in other.education. It always serves to increase thestore of literary
contributions by what certain workers can use to great advantage,
and represents the mature thought of one or more experienced
authors or (ditt's. All such publications are therefore' to be we'-
rooted. But they are liable to bring in commercial elements of
doubtful value. especially when improPerly. piomoted. It shotild be
clear that authoritative "standards" can not be established by puts,
lishers Wendy as a business proposition. And, in general,,the ,Itib-
sidizingF of teacher's: to use 'exclusive" systems is to be deprecated
as demoralizing.

It-is to he noted. finally. that through.all djscuasions'ubout stand-
ardization there runs a line of persistent objection,. The basis of
this is that music is not. a thing nor even a precise muscular or logical'
discipline, but a psychological exPerience. It hasbits objective or
physical aspects, of course, which can be somewhat precisely stated
and can be learned or acquired like other technical matters. But
these. it is well known, are external or accessory to the art itsel& it
is because of this that so much of lip !laical instruction has alwayaftieen
individual rather than by classes, by the jersonal impact (;f a teacher:
upon a pupil :rather than by means of impersonal teXtboalti.:.lefuck
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of the-current-talk akar, standardization seems to overlook or mini-mize this fundamental peculiarity of all art education as compared
witlh science education. And. at all events. the range within which
standardization an,,hope to opiate is small. It can do little morethan fix some irredueififf minima of purpo-e or attainment. Withthe reaching of the possiple maxitint it can have little place. since the, !Uglier the level of advance the more infinite and intricate becomethe paths that n;tty be followed.'

ScHooL VoR OUT-zitit: Mr".ife sTt DY.

pilbliC.-school the most notable event in the past two year;
is the interest in plans.fmr granting credit for music study with out-side teachers. This idea is not new. but at present seems likely to 1.0
psut, in practice in various places and ways as soon as war condition;
are over.

The elements of the a-e for stick credit are readily under-toad.It is gemally agreed that music study. to be educationally effective,should begin during school age," and this is true not only for thefew who any choose =sir a, a life work. but for other-. Invest iga-tion shows that 'a very large percentage of the boys and girls in the
piddle Schools. especially in cities. are taking. or much de-ire to take,
music lesson; while attending schoo1.2 If such outside work is edu-cationally worth while. or can be modified so as Iola. so. pupils ought
to gain credit for it toward school advancement rather than haforced to,get it as au ext ra. With these propositions as a basis t he
Ractical.(testions have been two: t I low shall the edm'ational
value of silt:b.:similes be guaranteed ? (21 Will the school authoritiesallow credit for such study thus guaranteed? The onus of defense
has been thrown hark and forth between the parties in interest--some musicians feeling that the scht ols must 'show cause why the
innovation is not atlopte forthwith, and some superintendents feel-ing that either all music study is frivolous or the method of it is toohyse to be deserving of credit. But during the pa4j two years therehas been an increasing disposition to turn front vague-presupposi
tions pro or con and consider Soberly in precisely what ways outsidestudy Could be allowed school credit. This has forced school authori
ties and musitrleachers. to combine in drafting specific plans.

The most carefully elaborated plan now. accessible is one drawn
up by a-conunissionpf 15, appointed by the National Education As-sociation, most of whom are also active in the Music Teacher?' National Ampociation, and which represents the best views of both

Specially useful papers upon this subject are contained in the last two volumes of theProceedings of the Music rpeebene
AaanclatIon, namely, 1916, pp. inn-11RII;11117.. pp. 199-226. gee also further references to these volumes under nest section.3 See a remarktilde account of An inveatigatIon made In Hartford. Conn., In 1912 In, theProceedings of the Music Teachers'

National Association, 1013, p. 179.
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sides of the question.' ; It makes provision for special registration of
the students eligible for such courses, for periodic reports .from
Oa: outside teachers to the school authorities, and for examinations

- before credit is ,allowed. Data are not at hand' as to how far this
plan, or sonic modification of it. has actually been put in force. But
that the idea it embodies is now meeting with extensive interest is

o.ident. especially in the East and the Middle West.'
Incidentally this movement in school music is effecting some defi-

nite results in the was of standardization. The subjects that have
bejti specially considered are the playing of the piano. the organ. the
violin, or any orchestral in-trument and .inging. In each case it.
has been necessary to work out in detail a definite plan of study that
shall be satisfactory at once to outside teachers tind to school author-
ities. and this plan has had to be adhered to firmly in order to meet

.conditions. Every such effort does something toward erecting prac-
tical " st by experiment rather than by theory.

Another excellent result of this line of effort is that it brings to-
gether the interests of private music temmeheiStand the teachers in
the schools. Each group may learn munch from the other, just as pro-
fessional musicians generally, as a group. and the teachers of ad-
vanced music in colleges and universities. as a group. nuts also learn
from each other. There has been too much division of the music-
teaching profession into separate camps, each jealous or suspicious
of the other.

0111 ER 'POINTS ('F PROCItESS IN Pr BIM' SC 11001,g.

Nlitm signs indicate that set eral forms of class instructionvin the
public schools have made decided :advance during the past two years.
Conspicuous anasyg these is, work in music appreciation, in ad-
vanced chorus singing, and in orchestral playing. The gain in the
first two is simply in detail of method and in scope of influence.
Both are well established in high schools and are being handled in
many places in such a way as to render genuine artistic service. The
institution of school orchestras, not as min outside feature of school

but as in some way a part. of school instruction, is more recent..
But this, too, is commending itself as peculiarly valuable. This
latter promises to develop in most of the larger cities. All of this
mass instruction in the public schools has an evident, relation to the
future advance pf community music. The orchestral instrpction also
may prove\to have an interesting vocational aspect.

This report. SO far as relates to this subject, was first printed% the Proceedings of
the Music Teachen' National Association. 1014, pp. 105-107. It Is also given in the
Proceedings of the National Education Association.

Resides time, Proceedings of the National ltducation Association and the Music Teach-
ers' National*Association; to which reference has been made, the Music Supervisory

' . Journal of the National Conference of Music Supervises's supplies maser practical none,
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NOTABLE FEATURES IN PN VATE INSTRUCTION.

The past two years have not seen many notable changes in the aims
or methods of private instruction; Regarding two points, hOwever.
a brief remark may be made.

There is a steady increase in the emphasis put by intelligent teach.
ers upon the careful training of little children. Many teachers st:e-
cialize-in work for them. and these have often developed niethod144
their.own that are effective in evoking permanent musical interest
and ability. And all teachers of thoughtfulness are realizing that
true artistic life may begin in the child's mind' before it is ready for
effort of a logical or scientific order. It may be that the comparative
rarity of evident musical enthusiasm or ,.apacity in the general
American public is partly due to a failure hitherto to give due at ::.a
tion to the education of younger children.

In the teachin, of harmony there is a marked tendency to desert
the paths that once were considered regular and to experiment with
all the newspeculat ions concerning musical vonstnuction that hate
appeared in recent year-. It is evident that musical thought on these
matters is pa-,sing through a period of reconstruction. Procedures
that were.once condemned as unlawful or barbarous are being freely
used. not onIiby composers for effect. bin by teachers for technical
development. So far.as this serves to been up mere academic rigid-
ity and' the notion that copipo.:ition is a matter of rule. it is whole-
some.. But when it produces an exaggerated interest in chaotic ar-
rangement or eventric melody ad harmony for mere oddity, it nlay
be unhealthy. The point of general interest is that leading teachers
are showing a fine balance of _judgment about the subject in its pres-
ent stage. They nee generally ready to consider and use all of the
new theories that are being proposed. but they .are also conservative
in believing that these theories are tenable only so far as they can he
connected organically with the procedures of the past. It seems likely
that in the nextIdecade there'will be many textbooks prepared that
will offer judicious combinations of things old and new for the
guidance of future teachers and scholars.
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